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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

TIM’S RAMBLINGS
What a year!
The year started off very good for our Club. We had A&Ds, tours and other
activities filling the calendar.
Then there was COVID. Our PCA world, along with our “normal” world, came to
a halt. We’ve had to learn to function with the new guidelines or the now “new
normal”. This has not been an easy process for us in both our club and in our
non-normal world. But we are adapting and figuring it out. That is the essence
of the human spirit.
Then the smoke. For a while there we forgot about COVID and focused on finding clean air to
breathe. We are fortunate that we only had the smoke to contend with and not the flames.
Just when I thought my world was stabilizing, a grandson was born. As some of you know our
youngest son and his wife decided to have a child after years of “no kids”. So the short version is
Sue and I will be moving to the Couer d’Alene area to be happy grandparents. Two weeks ago this
was not on our plate. Today it’s a done deal. Wow! Our world is now in full disarray. If things go as
planned we will be moved by Thanksgiving. Though we haven’t found a house yet.
First, let me say I have been proud to have been the President of our Club for the past two years.
And thanks goes to all the board members who have worked to help make our club so successful.
Scott Lauray, our current VP, had planned on running for President next year. Now he gets to start
a little sooner. The club is in good hands with the current Board. Speaking of that, it’s time for you
to volunteer for a position on next year’s Board.
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This was not an easy decision for Sue and me. For the past 13 yrs Central Oregon has been our
home and the High Desert Region our family. Now a new family has asked us to join them and be
an active part of their lives. We couldn’t say “no”.
We hope to see you at the October A&D.
See you down the road, I’ll be flashing my lights at you!

Tim
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TRIBUTE TO THE HAGNERS
Text by Bren Hirschberg, photos from HDR archives
Most of you know by now, even though its only been a short time, since BAD News travels fast!
Tim and Sue Hagner are leaving Central Oregon and the HDR PCA! All for good, positive reasons as
those of us who are Grandparents fully understand. Many of us have been through the exact same
change of course and location. Another 2020 disaster that we will have to face and “get through
together”.
After I heard the news from Tim, I knew I had to rush an article into the Downshift so all our
membership would be included in this news. As I started to think of all the ways that Tim and Sue
have affected our club over the past 13 years, and began reviewing photos of all the events, I
realized how hard it will be to document their incredible impact on the HDR.
Let me start simply with the highlights…Club President for 2 terms, and Zone 6 Representative to
PCA National for 2 terms. That pretty well fills a decade right there. But that is only the 10,000 ft.
view. Once you get down to the road level you see all that has occurred during these past great
years.
Tim and Sue emigrated from Marrietta GA, already car-crazy enthusiasts with lots of experience
under their belts. Tim was an experienced car racer and they together were an enthusiastic Rally
team. Leaving nothing behind, they brought to the HDR a zest for all things Porsche. They
introduced us to Funkhanas, Rallys, and Skid Schools. They upped our game with enthusiasm for
Track days, back-roads driving, car performance modifications, driving instruction, tech sessions,
garage tours, Cars-n-coffee, car restoration, Concours preparation, Porsche Parades and car
shows. They devoted new energy to monthly Club meetings with themes like Trivia Quiz, Movie
Night, RC car races and Hula-Hoop competition to name a few. They were able to build on an
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already strong foundation of Porsche and Club interest here in Bend and keep us rolling into
expanded ways to have fun!
They are a true “Car Couple” who both participated in, organized, and staffed every possible
event. They drove the two-week Zone 6 Grand Tour (twice), and for a “day off” they would take a
Porsche drive by themselves and check out new roads and routes. They organized our Tour to
Rennsport VI in Laguna Seca, and found new backroads for spirited driving even in California!
By my count, while in Bend they have had: 4 911s, 3 944s, 2 Boxsters, a Cayman, a 930 Turbo and a
Cayenne!
We will all miss them, their humor, their ideas and innovations, their unflagging enthusiasm and
mostly their friendship.
Enjoy a photo collage of their time here:
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Tim hits 276 Km/hr on the Autobahn
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THANKS TIM AND SUE, FOR ALL YOU
HAVE DONE FOR US!!
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WASH AND WAX:
The Folklore And The Magic Elixirs
By: Earl E. Apex
Insights From A Curious Mind

If you are like most of us, you enjoy washing and even waxing your Porsche(s), but you wish it was
easier to do. Well, here are some ideas to make everything much easier while doing a better job.
Dusters: Let’s start with a hotly debated item, the infamous “ California Duster”. This duster is very
long and has wax impregnated, soft yarn. In spite of the folklore, these dusters will do much less
micro scratch damage to car paint than washing a car with a heavy wash pad and drying it with a
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heavy towel. Yes, you will have to wash your Porsche if it’s been in the rain or mud, but the rest of
the year all you have to do is to dust it.
I remember talking to several Mercedes 300 club members years ago. They bragged about how
many years they had gone using dusters instead of washing their million dollar Mercedes 300s. Just
run your hand across the duster and see how gentle it is. Dusting your car takes 5 minutes. You can
eliminate many car washings, have a cleaner car and save a lot of labor.
Hoses: Are you like many people, using some old, 75” long, ¾” diameter heavy and very stiff hose?
Dump that wrestling match hose! A new 50’ long ½”, light weight, super flexible hose is so much
easier to use. You will be amazed at how much better a light weight, flexible hose is.
Waxes: We all know that there is nothing better than waxing your Porsche with a pure carnauba
wax. And there is nothing better for developing upper body strength than trying to buff out
carnauba wax. The many hours lovingly required to apply and remove the wax must mean that
carnauba wax has to be great. Not any more.
Reality is that for many years there have been many ordinary car waxes that work just as well as
carnauba wax and are much easier to use.
Polymer Sealants: Now, to add confusion, there are many new polymer sealants advertised to last
longer than carnauba and car waxes and be amazingly easy to apply. They’re even advertised to
protect paint better than waxes and are very inexpensive. Are they pure snake oil, or are they magic
elixirs?
Amazingly, many are truly magic elixirs. The many different brands apparently all use the same
basic polymer technology to coat the paint. They actually shed water much better, reduce bug
sticking, last for many months, are incredibly easy to apply and cost about $20 for 5 or 6
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applications. Plus they don’t leave all that white stuff in every corner and they can be applied to
windows, plastic and paint.
There is some snake oil with the polymers and even waxes however. Some advertising implies that
their product is also a silica treatment. However, there is little proof to show that there are silica
benefits.
Silica Treatments: What’s all the excitement about these $2,000 to $3,000 silica paint treatments?
People say silica treatments create an incredible paint finish on new and older car paint? Are people
crazy? This must be more folklore and snake oil.
Well, if done properly, silica treatments can actually create a very thin glass layer on top of paint. A
glass layer is obviously much more durable than waxes and polymers. A professionally applied silica
treatment can create an incredible looking finish. However, most of the cost is for the labor to
completely restore the car’s clear coat and remove every blemish, scratch and micro scratch before
the silica treatment is applied. This restoration is the primary reason silica finishes are so great
looking.
Silica treatments will not protect from rock dings, will not last forever and will not “part the Red
Sea”. However, in addition to looking great, they will protect from scratches where waxes can’t.
Yes, at home you can use a silica treatment like professionals use. But unless you have the
equipment, skills and many hours to learn how and restore your car’s paint finish, you will lock all
the aged and scratched paint under a glass layer. And, unless you apply the silica treatment
correctly, you will create an uneven glass mess that cannot be easily removed.
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And yes, silica finishes can last for several years, but they will need regular silica maintenance
treatments. The treatments will allow you to maintain that incredible look that waxes and polymers
can’t match. If not maintained, the silica glass finish will be gone in a couple of years.
So be brave and get a nice, new, flexible ½” hose for use when you have to wash your car. Use a
California duster for the many months when you do not have to wash your car. Experiment with
some of the amazing new polymer sealants. This will save a lot of labor and your Porsche will look
great. And hey, if you have few extra bucks, give your Porsche a professionally applied silica
treatment.

Your friend Earl.

A note about Earl:
Earl grew up when car wax was $1.99 and shady paint shops would paint any car for $29.95.
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NEW MEMBER INTERVIEW
Meet Our Members: Andy and Julie Burke
Text and Photos by Roger Sanders
We are again doing a series of articles about HDRPCA club members. I’ve just had
an opportunity to meet our new members Andy and Julie Burke. They have been
living in Bend for about 4 years and moved here from Taos, New Mexico.
Andy and Julie drive a grey 1986 Carrera coupe. It’s “paint to sample” meteor
grey with a full leather interior. They recently purchased the car from a California
owner with help from Fred Nielson
Prior to Taos, the Burkes have also lived in Phoenix, AZ and Florida. They moved to Taos with plans
to retire there. However Taos did not turn out to be want they wanted and they began looking for
other possible places. After considering several larger Northwest cities, they decided that Bend
would fit their lifestyles better.
After leaving a corporate career, Andy became a professional musician. From there he co-founded a
music production company. Julie worked for and retired from 3M. They are both enjoying the Bend
lifestyle. They like to hike, ride both road and mountain bikes. They are skiers, surfers and prone
paddle boarders. And of course they’re dog lovers. They also are volunteers at our Bend Humane
Society.
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More than 20 years ago while living on the beach in Florida, Andy bought his first Porsche. It was a
red 1964 C coupe. Sadly that car was severely rear ended and it was totaled. He did buy it back
from the insurance company and had it restored, but it was never the same again. The 64 coupe
was then sold to someone who could correct the many restoration errors.
While Andy and Julie really enjoy their older air cooled 911, they might consider a new Targa at
some point. (Don’t tell Fred Nielson this)
They have previously been PCA members in Phoenix and Andy was a member in Florida. They were
not very active in Phoenix because their older air cooled 911 didn’t seem to fit in. Here they already
have established air cooled Porsche connections and are looking forward to being active club
members.
They like our Arrive and Drives and are looking forward to 3 day tours, Cars and Coffee meetings
and dinner meetings. So look for them and their meteor grey 1986 911 as our club activities begin
again.
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TECH ARTICLE

OIL LEAKS: INTO THE GREAT ABYSS
Text and photos by Jeremy Williams

“Technical question; I just had my Porsche in for servicing and was told my engine is leaking oil.
But I’m not seeing any spots on the ground. Why is that?”
Depending on the Porsche model, the origin of an oil leak, as well as its severity, oil can travel
many different paths towards the ground, but never actually hit the ground. As you can imagine,
the higher the oil leak origin (ie top of engine bay vs bottom of engine bay), the more components
a leak can drip onto as the leak travels towards the ground. As well, once the oil leak drips onto a
component, the path of the oil leak can then change, diverting the oil to a different area, away
from the leak source. This can potentially make diagnosing some oil trails challenging, especially if
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the leaks are traveling down into the “great abyss.” What also makes tracing oil leaks challenging
is when the leaks have been occurring for so long that oil has spread all over the bottom of the
engine, transmission, and rearward. At times like this, the oil mess will need to be fully cleaned off,
the engine heat cycled (and/or vehicle driven), then the source of the oil leak can be further
investigated and pinpointed.
If the vehicle is a newer watercooled Porsche, especially a Panamera, Macan, or Cayenne, these
vehicles have plastic bellypans underneath the front-mounted engine as an aerodynamic aid and
VERY minor protection from road grime/weather/debris. These bellypans will often catch most or
all of the oil leaks and drips, unless the engine is gushing engine oil and overflows off of the
bellypan. Therefore, you may never see a single drop of oil touch your garage floor. The only
warning sign of an oil leak might be either oil consumption during your oil change period (i.e.
having to add oil in between oil changes), and/or the smell of burning oil.
Burning oil brings up an important safety warning. What happens when hot oil contacts a hot
exhaust component? Not a whole lot of good that’s for sure. Is it possible for an oil leak to cause a
fire? You betcha! This is certainly one of the worst case scenarios for oil leaks, along with internal
engine damage if the engine were to run out of oil. What other repercussions can occur from oil
leaks? As mentioned above, when leaks onto other components, especially rubber components,
the oil causes the rubber to swell, the rubber becomes squishy, and the rubber component
degrades quicker. That means more repair costs. Speaking of increased costs, oil leaking onto the
ground is simply money leaking out of your pocket, as you have to top up the engine oil level more
often. In relation environmental impact, once the rains come, any oil leaking onto the ground will
eventually make its way into the groundwater and/or sewer drains, leeching into streams and
rivers.
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What are the common oil leaks for
some of the Porsche models? Working
our way from newer to older models,
both the Macan and Cayenne
6cylinder’s are suffering from timing
cover leaks. The front timing cover
bolts are over-torqued at the factory,
the bolts break off, then the covers
leak. This is a snapshot of the fun we’re
having with one of these repairs right
now.
997.2 and 991 911s have been fairly
dry thus far. The 986 Boxsters and 996
& early 997 911s have the infamous
IMS (intermediate shaft) plate and/or
RMS(rear main seal) leaks; see below
for pictures of both of these issues.
Also, oil filler tubes, spark plug tube
seals, valve adjuster solenoids,
occasionally a valve cover here and
there.
993 and 964 911s are similar in many respects as they share a similar design. Valve covers, timing
covers, chain case gaskets, power steering pump drive seals are issues that tend to occur at much
lower mileage, because Porsche started to use rubber seals on a lot of these parts vs regular “old”
gaskets like on the earlier cars.
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Common oil leaks on the early (pre-1990) 911s include timing chain covers, valve cover gaskets,
rear main seals, camshaft oil hoses, chain case gaskets, oil pressure switches, oil thermostat orings, and oil return tubes. On higher mileage engines we start to see seepage from cylinder base
gaskets, crankcase through-bolt o-rings, and even warped case halves on pre-‘78 air-cooled
engines. Another couple of leak areas on early cars are the rear crank pulley seal and
intermediate plate cover o-rings and gaskets.
Notice we mentioned the term “seepage” above. What is meant by oil seep versus oil leak? An
“oil seep” would be considered a haze of moisture, more of a satin finish. No glossy finish, and no
actual drips forming, thus a seep will never leave fluid on the ground, or transfer down to another
component. A “seep” would transform into a “leak” when the fluid appears glossy, and/or it’s
actively forming drips, which can make their way to the ground or onto other components.
Compare these two pictures below;

Shows the IMS plate with an oil leak due

Shows the RMS with an oil seep, and the IMS

to the glossy texture.

plate is graduating from a seep to a leak.

Engine oil is the lifeblood of your engine. Just as if you had a cut on your body and were bleeding,
you’d stop the bleeding, right? If you’re experiencing an oil leak, don’t let your wonderful Porsche
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bleed engine oil for an extended period of time; get it remedied promptly. Your Porsche will love
you for it, as will your wallet and the fish in our streams.
Note; we’re in eager anticipation to see if the Taycan exhibits any oil leaks from its engine. We
might be waiting awhile. 😉😉

Jeremy Williams co-owns Matrix Integrated (European automotive workshop) with his brother
Justin.
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PORSCHES IN HIGH HEELS
Text and photos by Audrey Moore
The High Desert Region’s group, “Porsches in High Heels” persists in keeping the club's dedication
to social events during the pandemic COVID-19. Social distancing, sanitation, and face masks are
the required precautions within a highly social group, and simply a minor and temporary
inconvenience. The energy and enthusiasm of the members is still evident.
The Porsches in High Heels group met on September 24th completed their custom painted
canvases of their very own Porsche Crests.

Linda Anzellotti’s 2015 Porsche Cayman, Metallic Burgundy

Audrey Moore's 1997 Black Metallic Boxster
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Carolyn Houghton's 2006 Seal Gray Carerra

First prototype as a representation and a semi-finished product
for the group. The color is Metallic Copper.
It is amazing that the texture and depth of each Porsche Crest
changes with the background color. Just as the color of a
Porsche may represent the ideals and taste of its owner, the
color of each crest takes on a personal meaning.

Customized Porsche crests are an excellent means of identifying your Porsche’s designated
parking place, and discouraging lesser cars from poaching that hallowed space in your garage. A
custom Porsche crest is just what every well-appointed
Man or Woman Cave needs!
If you would like your own custom painted crest, please contact Audrey Moore ajsdots@msn.com
What’s on the schedule for the next event? We think the bar has been set pretty high!
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